
Griffin PS 
Learning Pack
Remember to Tweet your 
work daily:

@griffinprimary

Plus do not forget the daily 
challenge:

#gpsdailychallenge
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Instructions for use

▪ Work through the tasks daily if possible, but remember to 
have breaks as you would do in school.

▪ Spend enough time to complete the task (around 30-40 
minutes), but remember to have fun and time with your 
family too.

▪ We are still here to support you. Twitter is a great way to 
contact us.
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English
This week in English we will be...



“ Lesson 1
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Spellings

bought

though

definitely

accompany

advice

aisle

guessed

cereal

affect

achieve

Spellings

word

work

worm

world

worth

war

warm

towards

warn

warned

Learn this weeks spellings, identify the 
meaning and put them into sentences.



“ Lesson 2
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Lesson 2
In the moonlight, Sophie caught a 
glimpse of an enormous long pale 
wrinkly face with the most enormous 
ears. The nose was as sharp as a 
knife, and above the nose there were 
two bright flashing eyes, and the eyes 
were staring straight at Sophie. There 
was a fierce and devilish look about 
them. 

Read the extract from the BFG
Annotate the text with what you now know 



“ Lesson 3
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“ Lesson 4
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Can you find all the adjectives in the text below? There are 5 to 
find.  Then improve the paragraph by changing the adjectives or 
adding in more. 

Yesterday, I walked down the dirty road, darting quickly around 
the large, deep potholes on the floor. When I got to the bottom of 
the road, I found an old, dusty looking house. Who lived there? 
Was it haunted? 

Continue on next page



“ Lesson 4
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There are six mistakes in the use of capital letters and full stops in this 
paragraph. Rewrite the paragraph and correct the mistakes. 

penguins are a type of bird that cannot fly Most penguins spend half 
their time hunting for food in the water. penguins are well adapted to life 
in the ocean they can most and see better underwater than on land



“ Lesson 5

10Continue onto 
the next page



“ Lesson 5

11Continue onto 
the next page



“ Lesson 5
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Maths
This week in maths we will be...



“ Lesson 1
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https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/

Lesson 1- area of a rectangle 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


“
Lesson 1
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1
. 

Find the area of these shapes. 

2

Using your ruler 
draw yourself 5 
rectangles and 

find out the area 
of each one. 

3

4



“ Lesson 1 challanges
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Work out the area of these shapes. Think about 
splitting them into 2 shapes to help. Work out the area 
for each rectangle and add them together. 



“ Lesson 1 answers 
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1. 4x4=16 
2. 2x5= 10
3. 6x7= 42
4. 7x8= 56

Challenges –
5. 3x3 =9  5x2=10 9+10= 19
6. 4x5 = 20  3x6= 18   20+18= 38 



“ Lesson 2- Equivalent fractions
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https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


“ Lesson 2
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“ Lesson 2
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“ Lesson 2
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“ Lesson 2 answers 
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1.3/6 
2. 2/8
3. 3/4
4. 9/12
5. 3/4
6. 2/6
7.2/12
8. 2/4
9. 4/6
10. 5/6
11.3/4
12.8/12



“ Lesson 3- Converting improper fractions to mixed 
numbers and vice versa. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
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Method-

Improper fraction 
17
5 

How many times 
does 5 go into 
17?       3 wholes

How many do we 
have left?   2/5 

3 2 
5

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


“ Lesson 3
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“ Lesson 3- answers
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“ Lesson 4- Compare and order fractions less 
than one. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
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https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


“ Lesson 4
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“ Lesson 4- challange
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“
Lesson 4- answer

29Challenge-
a) The bars are not the same length 



Curriculum
This week in curriculum we will be...



“ Lesson 1 Art
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Drawing/sketching 
Thinking about perspective (the way in which you can look 
at something) find an object that interests you e.g. flowers, 
a special toy etc. sit at a table and put your object in front 
of you. Using a pencil and paper sketch your object. 

Once you have done thins move yourself so you get a 
different perspective on the object. Your pictures should 
look different! 



“ Lesson 2
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In PSHE our topic has been ‘Healthy Me’. We looked at healthy eating, smoking, 
drinking and the recovery position to help use stay safe.

Create a poster on how to stay healthy. 
Include:
• Facts (you can research these on the internet).
• Consequences if you don’t stay healthy (for example, smoking can damage 

lungs)
• Pictures 
• What a health eating is 
• Is the media a positive influence (remember we looked at photo shopping and 

air brushing) 

Once you have made your poster. Create a healthy meal plan for the week. You 
could even try and cook one of these meals (with parental supervision) 


